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am and had did all as arm ball bud an bag 

ham are in dot come dads bad band bus barking be 

hat at it fan dish dog bar bark eve falling being 

hot dad mash fat fall fast barn bill five fish call 

map dash pat fit hall fell big book grill flat calling 

mat do sap friends hats frog dark but live him car 

met hand sit has his glass dig cut pups ran cat 

mop he tap hit is go digs fill start run doing 

pet me win if last hands farm fist swim sanding dots 

so pad  many lip land fin fun   far 

top pot  not list laps fog gave   farming 

 sad  she math log frogs give   got 

 sat  ship see mast gas grave   hops 

 to  shot shop no grip grin   man 

 we  that slip ram hard have   pan 

 what  them spot rat hog hill   rat 

    stop rot lands ill   seeing 

    than sand part mark   sell 

    this slam pig mill   stove 

    us slap pop of   tops 

    will slop rib park   went 

    with small shark pill    

    you smash sharp read    

     stall smart save    

     stand spin shave    

     tall tar shut    

       spill    

       still    

       sun    

       the    

       they    

       thin    

       tub    
       up    

 



 

 

 

/ll/ spelled l-l 
When you hear the /ll/ 
sound at the end of a 
word it is usually 
spelled ‘ll’ as in full and 
fill 

/zz/ spelled ‘s’ 
When you hear the /zz/ 
sound at the end of a 
word it is usually spelled 
with an s as in has 

/Ar/ spelled as ‘ar’ 
When you hear the 
sound /ar/ in a word 
it is spelled ‘ar’ as in 
car and tar 

Is it a ‘v’ or v-e? 
The /v/ sound at the 
end of words is 
usually spelled with 
v-e as in hive, have 
and shave 

‘Ing’ at the end of 
words is spelled i-n-g 
as in going, doing 

 


